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Abstract—Traffic analysis attacks against the Tor network
are a persisting threat to the anonymity of its users. The
technical capabilities of attacks against encrypted Internet
traffic have come a long way. Although the current stateof-the-art predicts high precision and accuracy for website
fingerprinting and end-to-end confirmation, the concepts of
these attacks often solely focus on their technical capabilities
and ignore the operational requirements that are mandatory
to get access to transmissions. In this work, we introduce
three novel stepping-stone attacks that enable an adversary
to (i) gain additional information about monitored connections, (ii) manipulate the Tor connection build-up, and (iii)
conduct a targeted Denial-of-Service attack within the Tor
infrastructure. All attacks exploit core defensive features of
Tor and, consequently, are hard to patch. At the same time,
our attacks are in line with standard attacker models for
traffic analysis attacks. We demonstrate the feasibility of all
three attacks in simulations and empirical case studies and
emphasize their pivotal role in preparing a realistic setting
for end-to-end confirmation attacks.

1. Introduction
With more than two million daily users, Tor [44]
remains the most prominent anonymity system worldwide.
Tor can serve everyday use cases with low-latency requirements and provides a fair amount of protection for user
identities. However, this trade-off between performance
and security comes at the expense of being vulnerable
to traffic analysis attacks [13], [27]. In those attacks, the
adversary uses metadata leaks from different points of a
connection, eventually de-anonymizing Tor users.
In the last two decades, attacks against encrypted
Internet traffic have gotten more sophisticated, beginning
with the first attack on SSL traffic [9], [41] and currently
evolving around automated deep-learning attacks [31],
[37]. In this context, we focus our research on end-toend (E2E) confirmation attacks. In an E2E confirmation,
the adversary monitors traffic between the client and entry
relay (related to the user IP address) and between the exit
and the server (related to the content). Similarities between
the entry and exit transmissions allow finding related
transmissions, which enables the adversary to match an IP
address with the accessed server. Numerous passive [10],
[30]–[32] and active [16], [17], [36] traffic analysis attacks
indicate the perspective of a persisting attack vector that
affects past, present, and future systems.
Among these attacks, we find convincing technical
concepts approaching almost 100 % success rates for the

de-anonymization of related streams [31]. At the same
time, all of these attacks ignore the operational requirements for getting access to transmissions. That is, the attack can only succeed in case the adversary is able to monitor both endpoints involved in the connection. As Tor has
a worldwide infrastructure of 6,000 to 7,000 voluntarily
operated relays, this results in high resource requirements
for monitoring candidate connections or nodes [33], [38].
In this context, long-term evaluations of end-to-end
confirmation in practice have shown that adversaries controlling specific Autonomous Systems (ASes) or Internet
exchange points (IXPs) can de-anonymize individual circuits of 100 % of users within a three-month period [23]
and that compromise can be more effective with Border
Gateway Protocol (BGP) level routing attacks [42]. However, the feasibility of end-to-end confirmation attacks on a
per-case basis remains a blind spot, and we must assume
enormous resource requirements for a naı̈ve monitoring
and analysis of AS- or nation-state adversaries.
In this work, we introduce three stepping-stone attacks
that tackle the operational limitations of state-of-the-art
E2E confirmation attacks and provide the adversary information about monitored connections as well as tools to
interfere with the connection build-up procedure in Tor.
To remain in line with common attacker models in the
context of traffic analysis attacks, we design our stepping
stones in a way that does not introduce additional requirements or constraints for the adversary. To this end, we
integrate our attacks into defensive features of Tor’s circuit
establishment procedure, making them a hard-to-counter
“standard feature” of current Tor versions. This includes
(i) inherent characteristics of the circuit establishment
such as relay selection as well as (ii) mechanisms that have
been introduced for protection purposes. For the latter, we
focus on the nTor handshake ensuring onion encryption
and denial-of-service mitigation that protects relays from
being stressed. Figure 1 provides an overview of the
systematic security analysis of these characteristics, which
leads us to three stepping-stone attacks: Exit Prediction,
Circuit Replacement, and Multi-Target DoS.
Exit Prediction provides additional information about
the monitored connections, which helps to minimize the
attack effort for non-global adversaries. For example, a
nation-state adversary can conduct the Exit Prediction
attack to check whether the exit traffic of a circuit passes
through a country under control and, eventually, would
lead to a successful E2E confirmation. This information
about connections introduces a significant advantage over
uninformed attacks in which all monitored traffic must
be analyzed while related traces might not even be part
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Figure 1. Structural overview of threat vectors and related attacks rooted in essential features and protection mechanisms related to Tor’s circuit
establishment procedure (top layer). For three of the attacks (highlighted in red) we provide empirical case studies.

of the monitored connections. In an empirical simulation
study, we analyze the prediction capabilities of different
probabilistic models and further analyze how an adversary
performs with and without the Exit Prediction steppingstone. Our experiments show that, depending on the individual infrastructure of a country, the exit prediction ranks
the correct relay of a circuit within the top 1 % to 18 % of
all possible relays. This drastically reduces the required
effort for an attack, as only a fraction of traffic needs to
be analyzed.
Circuit Replacement and Multi-Target DoS both exploit the Denial-of-Service mitigation within Tor. Circuit
Replacement allows an adversary to interfere with the
guard set of a user by stressing the primary guard. This
triggers the DoS mitigation and forces the user’s client to
switch to the next guard in the set, eventually introducing
a new relay location and transmission path. This local
application-layer routing attack allows an adversary to
manipulate a circuit in case the original connection does
not allow monitoring traffic. This introduces additional
attempts to access the connection endpoints of a user. Our
experiments show that the circuit replacement provides an
improvement of up to 33 % for adversaries that could not
access traffic before the replacement attack.
Multi-Target DoS exploits the same DoS mitigation
from inside the Tor network. Due to an implementation
characteristic of the DoS mitigation, excessive connection
attempts from inside the network are not blocked. This
allows an adversary to stress single or multiple nodes
in the infrastructure, which creates local failure or even
complete intersections of network areas. Again, this can be
used as a stepping stone for traffic analysis attacks, since
it provides another tool to manipulate the connections
within Tor. Our results show that individual relays can
be disabled for one hour for around $ 20.
In short, the main contributions of our work are:
• We identify threat vectors rooted in core mechanisms
and defensive features that are part of Tor’s circuit
establishment procedure.
• We analyze the characteristics and technical requirements for three attacks exploiting these threat vectors
and facilitating traffic-analysis attacks.
• We use measurements of the live Tor network for
simulation studies demonstrating the impact of the
three mentioned attacks and their consequences for

subsequent traffic analyses. Our experiments provide
insights into case studies in real-world scenarios
without harming real Tor users.

2. Tor Background
Connections through the Tor network use circuits that
consist of three relays, i. e., an entry guard connecting
to the user’s Tor client, an exit relay connecting to the
destination of the connection, and a middle relay as the
link between the entry and the exit. The circuits are built
during the bootstrap procedure in the client start-up of Tor
and are ready-to-use for new connections.
In this section, we describe characteristics connected
to the circuit establishment procedures in Tor, as well
as defensive mechanisms that Tor has put in place to
ensure user anonymity and to safeguard the stability of
its network infrastructure.

2.1. nTor Handshakes
The circuit establishment procedure involves multiple
layers of encryption. The Tor client conducts three key
establishments handshakes with the entry (E), middle (M),
and exit (X) relays, as illustrated in Figure 2. To protect
transmitted communication contents from relays in the
circuit, the client follows the nTor protocol to establish
individual layers of onion encryption with each relay
separately. Since the client’s identity must not be revealed
to the middle and exit, connections with relays positioned
later in the circuit transit through hop-wise encrypted
TCP connections with previous relays. The nTor protocol
ensures that exchanged messages remain secure while
preserving the client’s anonymity.

2.2. Relay Selection
To keep track of all voluntarily contributed nodes, Tor
uses a distributed consensus that consists of periodical
votes on the existing infrastructure. This publicly available
consensus assures easy access to the status of all available
nodes. For a new circuit to be established, the client picks
relays from Tor’s worldwide infrastructure and focuses its
choice mainly on the advertised bandwidth a node can
offer in order to reach a fair distribution of traffic. The
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Figure 2. nTor Handshake. The client (C) establishes keys with each
relay in the circuit, in the depicted order. Key establishments with
posterior relays transit through the circuit, multiplexed over separated
TLS connections (dashed areas) between pairs of relays to keep the
client identity private towards the middle (M) and exit (X) relays.

decentralized Tor infrastructure is backed by individuals
and organizations worldwide, voluntarily operating relays
with diverse amounts of resources they can commit. Thus,
the geographical distributions of relays and the available
bandwidth are subject to the capabilities of voluntary
contributors. As illustrated in Figure 3, relay numbers
per country are diverse with highest relay densities in
central Europe (e. g., Germany, Netherlands, France) and
the US. Especially in the Netherlands, there are 240 relays
in an area of 500 square kilometers around the city of
Amsterdam, providing 33 Gbit/s relay bandwidth in total,
which comprises about 5 % of the overall Tor bandwidth.
There are further constraints that contribute to the
composition of a Tor circuit by default, even though
almost all of them can be manually overwritten by the
client. By default, two relays from the same family (as
specified in their descriptions) or residing in the same
/16 subnet (i. e., their IPv4 addresses must not be equal in
the first two blocks) are not selected for a single circuit.
Guards and Exits. The entry and exit relays in a circuit
are particularly crucial for a circuit’s security, as they directly communicate with the client (entry) and destination
server (exit). The distinctive roles of both nodes are taken
into account by assigning flags for relays that might serve
in one of these critical positions of a circuit. While both
flags are assigned after satisfying a series of requirements,
entry guards are additionally organized in client-specific
guard sets [14].
When a relay receives the general guard flag, the
Tor client can sample it to become part of the clientspecific guard set. Within these guard sets, the client keeps
track of the connection status. This results in a sampled
guard set of 15 relays on average, of which one to three
relays have the status up and will be used in a circuit.
Each of the up relays is assigned an index resembling
the internal priority, i. e., the highest priority entry guard
will be used in all general-purpose circuits if possible. The
client switches to other primary guards of the set when the
highest priority node is unavailable. The client creates a
guard set once in the bootstrap procedure (if none is given)
and updates nodes after a lifetime of several months [11].
The option to use guard sets can be changed by each
client, allowing them to also use non-guard-flagged relays
as entry nodes. In contrast, for circuits with traffic leaving

the Tor network, only exit-flagged relays can be used in
the exit position. The decision about allowing exit traffic is
made by the relay provider. That is, relays are not picked
at random but following a deterministic procedure.
Consequently, the actual composition of a circuit and
its transmission characteristics depend on relay performance and geographical features. All information about
available relays, their flags, or their advertised bandwidth
is accessible from the consensus files that Tor updates in
an hourly schedule using a decentralized voting infrastructure.

2.3. DoS Mitigation
One major threat to the Tor infrastructure are Denialof-Service (DoS) attacks, in which the adversary floods
relays through bursts of circuit and connection attempts.
Since version 0.2.4.18-rc [20] released in 2013, Tor
implements DoS mitigation features that protect an entry
relay from such excessive requests coming from a single
IP address.
We focus on DoS mitigation parameters targetting
both the number of circuits that can be created from a
single IP address and the number of parallel connections
from a single IP address and defining consequences if the
specified limits are exceeded (cf. Listing 1).
Listing 1. Denial-of-Service Mitigation Options

DoSCircuitCreationEnabled 0|1|auto
DoSCircuitCreationMinConnections NUM
DoSCircuitCreationRate NUM
DoSCircuitCreationBurst NUM
DoSCircuitCreationDefenseType NUM
DoSCircuitCreationDefenseTimePeriod N
DoSConnectionEnabled 0|1|auto
DoSConnectionMaxConcurrentCount NUM
DoSConnectionDefenseType NUM
The Enabled parameters define whether creating
new circuits or establishing new connections is currently enabled. The Circuit options cover circuit creation requests, i. e., the creation rate, and the creation
burst that define the allowed number of circuit creations
per second and the maximum burst, respectively. The
MinConnections defines the number of concurrent
connections that must be present to trigger the mitigation
feature and, eventually, the blocking of an IP address.
For the Connection features, the maximum number of
connections specifies the number of concurrent connections that are allowed from a single IP address at a time
and closes new connections if exceeded. In combination,
the Circuit and Connection features block excessive
requests and mark an IP address for the time defined in
the Defense parameters. In case the relay provider does
not specify any value for these features, the default setup
still assures an active DoS mitigation.

3. Threat Vectors
In this section, we sketch how we exploit the presented characteristics and defensive mechanisms in Tor.
The critical problem with the threats that we will present
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Figure 3. Distribution of Tor relays in North America and Europe. Colors in areas denote total relay bandwidth per country (darker color implies
higher bandwidth), relay locations are marked with red dots.

3.1. Timing Side Channel
Similar to contexts like GPS, we can assume that
the propagation time of signals between two nodes in a
network relates to the traveled physical distance between
these nodes. Given a suitable timing side channel, an adversary can make use of the timing relations and determine
the geographical areas that relays are likely located in.
The cryptographic key establishment in Tor’s circuit
build-up procedure provides such a timing side channel.
For such a circuit build-up, the Tor client and each relay
in the circuit exchange messages as part of the nTor
handshake protocol (cf. Section 2.1). Each message comprises a timing side channel. For example, observing the
handshake between the client and the entry relay reveals
the end-to-end round trip time between these two nodes.
In the following steps, we benefit from the fact that
each new handshake message must follow the circuit infrastructure. More precisely, the handshake between client
and middle includes the connection between client and
entry, of which we already know the individual RTT(c,e).
This enables us to approximate the transmission time
between entry and middle relay, as RTT(c,m) - RTT(c,e)
= RTT(e,m). Following this principle, we can derive the
transmission times of all three individual hops RTT(c,e),
RTT(e,m), RTT(m,x) from the combination of timings.
We conduct a series of preliminary experiments to
analyze the practicality of the handshake timing side
channel to be later used as a stepping-stone for end-toend confirmation attacks. In particular, we analyze how
transmission characteristics depend on traveled distances,
and we measure to what extent the cryptographic operations in the handshake protocol introduce overhead into
the observable end-to-end timings.
Transmission Characteristics. We analyze the propagation times of the empirical handshake data derived from
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Figure 4. Distribution of handshake times by distance between pairs
of hops. Data derived from a random sample (n = 5000) of circuit
establishments measurements.

84,500 weighted circuit establishments (by weighted we
refer to the standard Tor circuit build-up, i. e., we do not
interfere with the selection of relays). Figure 4 visualizes
the empirical handshake timing data (n = 5000, scatter)
by distance between two hops approximated by a polynomial fit (lines). While we generally see higher handshake
timings for longer distances, we also see timings scattered
a lot around similar distances, with exit timings being
higher (i. e., resembling lower transmission speeds) than
entry or middle timings. The gap of 3,000 km to 5,000 km
is caused by the static trans-Atlantic connection between
the North America and Europe, e. g., inter-European or
inter-US connections are either shorter (no transit) or
longer (transit and distance to relays).

Static Overhead. The observed end-to-end round trip
times comprise transmission timings between the relays
and also include a computational overhead for the key
establishment procedures. We analyze this overhead by
running a patched Tor relay that records the time delta
for processing the handshake, i. e., the time difference
between the start and the end of the server handshake.
Over a period of 12 hours we observed 138,000 key
establishment timings on the server side with a median of
22 µs (σ = 44 µs). As we see in the analysis of handshake
timings, this overhead is negligible.

3.2. Relay Probabilities
When a Tor client establishes a new circuit, relay
choices are not uniformly random but depend on several
factors and are mainly driven by the advertised bandwidth
of a node. Therefore, nodes have different probabilities to
become a relay in the new circuit.
We describe two statistical approaches that can be
used to assign probabilities on different levels, e. g., for
individual nodes to become part of a new circuit, or for a
circuit to contain relays located in particular countries.
Relay Selection-based Estimates. The selection of relays
in Tor is mainly driven by a node’s advertised bandwidth,
information that is publicly accessible in Tor’s consensus.
Therefore, we can approximately determine the probability Pbw for a node x to be selected by considering its
bandwidth as a fraction of the overall available bandwidth
contributed by all nodes in the consensus:
1
i=1 bw(i)

Pbw (x) = bw(x) ∗ Pn

(1)

These calculations can be performed in real time and do
not require any preparation other than downloading the
hourly updated current Tor consensus.
Equally, we cannot only determine probabilities for
individual relays, but also for groups of relays that are
part of a specific autonomous system (AS) operated by
a particular network provider, or relays located in a specific geographic area, each depending on the information
available in the consensus.
When determining these estimates, we also consider
constraints in relay selection, more precisely, we exclude
all relays that are in the same relay family or in the same
/16 subnet as one of the other relays in the circuit [45].
Timing-based Estimates. We assume that, even if there
is no direct relation between timings and traveled distances, transmission times between two specific relays
remain similar over time, i. e., that we can observe the
handshakes of a newly established circuit and identify
the relays involved by comparing the handshake timings
with previously collected data for the same or a similar
connection.
Determining relay probabilities based on timings requires collecting a sufficiently large sample of timing data
first, to determine the full range of likely timings for different connections. We can then generate empirical timing
distributions for these connections, e. g., between pairs
of relays or relay areas. Upon measuring the handshake
time of a newly established circuit, we can then extract a
probability Pt for each relay x by considering the timing
distribution for the respective connection.
While the overall idea here is conceptually the same as
for relay selection-based estimates – assigning each node
an individual probability for being involved in a newly
established circuit – timing-based estimates require a lot
more preparation.

3.3. Guard Rotation
A Tor client establishing circuits constantly uses the
same guard relay in the entry position of all circuits, and

usually does not change its behavior as long as the guard
is available, i. e., changes it only in exceptional cases. This
behavior is considered a security measure to protect the
client and to reduce the risk of being exposed to malicious
relays, since the entry connection is a critical point for
client privacy.
The DoS mitigation features implemented in Tor relays (cf. Section 2.3) use client IP addresses as identifiers
and do not allow any more connections or circuits from
a specific IP, as soon as the limits specified for the
mitigation features are exceeded. Since this mechanism
is purely IP-based, it can also be triggered by excessive
requests from entities pretending to possess a specific IP
address. In this case, a client can be forced to switch
from its primary guard to another relay from its guard set,
without the change being necessary, and without the client
being aware of the situation. Consequently, the client must
create a new set of circuits.
We conduct a preliminary experiment to validate the
presumed behavior of a client switching its main guard
upon exceeding the DoS mitigation limits.
Triggering DoS Mitigation. We verify the client’s behavior by stressing our own Tor relay. We run our client on a
local machine and set up our own relay Torben running
on a remote virtual machine instance.
We first assure that Torben is the primary guard in
the guard set of our client, such that it is picked as entry
relay in the circuits we create. Upon starting the client,
we drop all guards of the current guard set and manually
add Torben to the empty set, rendering it the only guard.
Shutting down the Tor client and restarting it adds new
guards to the set. Besides our own relay, 2 to 3 additional
entry guards with the status up are sampled in the list.
We run in total 20 Tor instances on our client, one of
which uses the manipulated guard set with Torben as the
primary guard; all others are used for stressing the DoS
features. We first check our client’s functionality, i. e., that
it can build and use general-purpose and internal circuits.
Both are satisfied when our relay shows up in the guard
set, and Tor prepared a series of ready-to-use three-hop
circuits with Torben in the entry position. In the next
step, we build 20 circuits in each of the Tor instances
with Torben in the entry position.
In the first Tor instance, all circuits of the initial
build-up remain present and decay over time when their
lifetime passes. It is impossible to build new circuits with
Torben in the entry guard position. As older circuits
disappear over time, Tor starts to build new circuits that
now use one of the other relays of the guard set. These
circuits show up in the circuit list and can also be used to
attach streams for transferring data. Therefore, we have
successfully triggered our first client instance to switch
to another entry guard as a consequence of triggering the
primary entry guard’s DoS mitigation.

3.4. Stressing via Relay IPs
Even though Tor has established techniques to mitigate denial-of-service attacks, its mitigation features have
one specific characteristic: They can only be triggered
from unknown IP addresses, i. e., nodes that are not part
of the consensus. For IP addresses that are part of the

Tor network, DoS mitigation features, as described in
Section 2.3, do not apply. Therefore, targeted denial-ofservice attacks affecting the stability and availability of
Tor are successfully prevented when conducted from the
outside but still remain possible from within Tor. However,
exploiting this threat vector is limited to particular actors
- for those who can either spoof valid IP addresses used
by Tor nodes, or those who actually possess and control
these address spaces.
Analyzing one exemplified consensus, we find 976 different Autonomous System (AS) operators that serve approximately 6,700 relays of the Tor infrastructure. While
many of the operators only serve 1 to 10 relays, larger
AS regions include up to 746 (OVH SAS, 110 Gbit/s
total bandwidth) or 409 (Hetzner Online GmbH, 100
Gbit/s total bandwidth) relays within their area of control.
Consequently, without depending on additional hardware,
a malicious provider can conduct a Distributed DoS attack
using all IP addresses of relays falling into their AS
area. In other words, the adversary can stress Tor relays
without triggering their DoS mitigation, simply because
IP addresses listed in the consensus are excluded from
the mitigation.

4. Attack Concepts
Given the threat vectors of Section 3, we now introduce the specific attack concepts and how they support an
adversary in conducting a end-to-end confirmation attack.
To this end, we first introduce different models for the
operational capabilities of an adversary. We then introduce
the detailed concepts of the three stepping-stone attacks,
which we later analyze in case studies of practical attack
scenarios (cf. Section 5).

4.1. Attacker Models
In the context of network attacks, an adversary with
access to transmissions on the Internet (IP) or Transport
Layer (TCP, UDP) can conduct a series of active and
passive attacks. The chance of being successful mainly
depends on the operational capabilities of the adversary.
For example, a local adversary has access to the same
type of information as a global adversary; however, the
amount of information differs significantly. We specify
three operational classes of adversaries that define the
possible scope of an attack. For each attack concept, we
extend this by specific technical capabilities.
Global Adversary. The global adversary can access all
nodes in the network infrastructure and conduct arbitrary
measurements.
Autonomous Systems and Nation States. An autonomous
system can access all traffic routed through its service
area. Depending on the centrality of a country’s infrastructure, this can vary from multiple provider areas to one
dominant provider operating the majority of connections.
The nation-state adversary is an operational concept in
which we assume a powerful entity that can request access
to traffic in arbitrary points of a country.
Local Adversary. This adversary has access to traffic in a
local network, e. g., uses the same access point in a public
WiFi, and can monitor all traffic of this network.

4.2. Exit Prediction
The exit prediction provides the adversary with additional information about a connection. More precisely, we
assign all relay candidates within the Tor infrastructure a
probability for being in the exit position of a circuit. We do
this by combining the timing side channel (cf. Section 3.1)
with probabilities derived from consensus statistics. The
outcome of an exit prediction is the list of all exit relays
ranked in order of likelihood for being in the exit position
of a single circuit. Upon receiving a relay ranking for
a specific exit prediction, an adversary can determine
whether subsequent traffic analyses are promising, depending on how the relays under their control (i. e., those
they are able to observe) are ranked in the prediction.
That is, the exit prediction can serve as an indicator of
whether an attempted end-to-end confirmation can be successful, eventually helping the adversary to save resources.
It serves as an optional pre-analysis step that does not
require additional technical or operational capabilities.
We first describe the concept behind and underlying
assumptions of the attack and provide an empirical evaluation of the exit prediction using a simulation study in
Section 5.1.
4.2.1. Technical Attacker Capabilities. The technical
and operational requirements for the exit prediction are
included in all possible attacker models of an end-toend confirmation: To exploit the timing side channel of
a specific client, the adversary either requires access to
the client’s entry connection or to Tor relays that are
flagged as Guard. This can be achieved by a locally
restricted adversary, the minimum adversary for an endto-end confirmation (cf. Section 4.1).
4.2.2. Concept. Taking up on the Relay Probabilities as
threat vector (cf. Section 3.2), the procedure for generating
a bandwidth-based prediction ranking here is straightforward. The outcome of a prediction is simply a ranking
of exit relays, with probabilities determined by their individual bandwidth fraction (cf. Equation 1). However,
this is not a suitable mechanism to provide an adversary
information on their chances for subsequent attacks. The
prediction remains the same unless the consensus is updated and does not differentiate individual circuits and
their characteristics.
The Timing Side Channel (cf. Section 3.1) refines the
exit prediction based on the characteristics of a particular
circuit. For simplification, we assume an adversary who
can observe nTor handshakes from the entry position of
a circuit to be established (e. g., by running a malicious
entry relay). In this case, the adversary already knows the
middle relay (since it is directly connected to it) and can
observe the nTor handshakes between client and middle
relay, and client and exit relay (without knowing about the
exit’s identity). The transmission time between middle and
exit relay can be approximated by the difference between
the two handshake round-trip times (as observed from the
entry position):
RT T (m, x) = RT T (e, x) − RT T (e, m).

(2)

From the transmission time between middle and exit
relay, the adversary can determine probabilities for each

exit relay candidate based on different propagation models. Those can be dependencies between transmission time
and traveled distances or comparing the observed time
with distributions of previously collected sets of transmissions times between individual relays, or between groups
of relays. We introduce such specific propagation models
and evaluate them as part of the exit prediction case study
presented in Section 5.1.
Whereas we assumed that the adversary is located
in the entry position here, it is also possible to transfer
the concept to an adversary located between client and
entry with access to the connection between them. In this
case, the adversary must learn the middle relay’s identity,
which can principally be reached in a similar fashion.
However, this two-step process adds more insecurity, since
multiple relays may likely be in the middle position of the
circuit, and likewise raise the efforts required, since the
exit prediction must be conducted multiple times, i. e., for
every likely middle relay. Exploiting the handshake timing
side channel is thus independent of the attacker’s exact
position as long as there is access to some part of the
entry connection.

4.3. Circuit Replacement
In this attack scenario, a client is forced to switch
their primary guard and, therefore, to establish a new
set of Tor circuits. Triggering the DoS mitigation in Tor
in order to manipulate the circuit establishment process
(cf. Section 3.3) leads to different routes taken between
client and server, i. e. it comprises a routing attack on the
application layer. We consider a scenario where clients
use standard three-hop circuits to anonymously access
regular web services that are publicly accessible. More
specifically, we do not consider the use of onion services,
which is more complex in terms of circuit establishment.
The concept described here helps an adversary who
aims to observe the end-to-end connection of a specific
client, but who has learned that parts of the connection
are unreachable. Forcing the client to update their circuit
set can increase the adversary’s chances since the new
relays (and therefore, the connections) may be in areas
under their control, i. e. increasing chances for successful
traffic analysis attacks.
4.3.1. Technical Attacker Capabilities. The guard rotation requires an adversary with the ability to spoof the
IP address of a client, e. g., by using a TCP Man-in-theMiddle or by being located in the same NAT.
4.3.2. Concept. The adversary acts as follows to enforce
a client to switch their primary guard as illustrated in
Figure 5. First, they monitor the client’s circuit establishments to determine its primary guard which is used for
all circuits by default. Subsequently, the adversary’s goal
is to trigger the DoS mitigation of the client’s primary
guard. Therefore, the adversary impersonates the client’s
IP address towards the guard (cf. Fig. 5 (1)). When the
adversary has successfully triggered the mitigation, e. g.,
by establishing a sufficient number of parallel connections, or exceeding the limits specified for other features
(cf. Listing 1), the client cannot use its primary guard any

1
Adversary

Client
2

Guard Set

E1

3
E2

E3

Figure 5. Exploit of DoS Mitigation. The adversary stresses the DoS
mitigation in the first primary guard (1); the guard blocks the user’s IP
in response (2). The client cannot establish a connection anymore and
continues with the second guard in the set (3).

more (2) and is forced to establish new circuits using a
different guard in its guard set (3).
This concept is not limited to a specific part of the
connection an adversary is interested in. Specifically, it is
not necessarily the entry connection that is under target.
The idea behind this concept is that the client needs to
generate an all new set of circuits, and therefore, resets
the chances for an adversary who is unable to access a
specific connection of interest. Thus, the guard rotation
can be a means to gain access to a previously unobservable
exit connection, as a means for end-to-end traffic analyses.
The whole procedure described here remains stealthy, i. e.,
the guard cannot be accessed by the target client any more,
but proceeds to operate normally for all other clients. From
the client’s perspective, the guard stops to operate and to
accept new connections, but the client does not learn about
the reason behind it, i. e., there is no reason for the client
to assume being under threat.

4.4. Internal Denial-of-Service
Since all denial-of-service mitigation features in Tor
only apply to unknown external IP addresses, the system still remains vulnerable to targeted denial-of-service
attacks from inside. To achieve this, the adversary can
transfer large amounts of traffic over Tor circuits such that
the relays in this circuit reach their capacities. Such traffic
must originate from Tor-internal IP addresses such as
those used by regular relays. However, as Jansen et al. [21]
show, denial-of-service can even be conducted from external addresses without triggering the mitigation, but
depending on relay mitigation parameters, internal attacks
from white-listed addresses always remain a fallback in
the presence of tighter mitigation configurations.
Depending on the adversary’s goals, denial-of-service
affects Tor clients or the network as a whole at different dimensions, which we sketch with three examples at
different scales. Directing a denial-of-service towards a
single relay serves as an example to describe the general
concept. We extend this by describing how scope and
impact change when denial-of-service is conducted at
larger scales, i. e., towards multiple relays at the same
time or even targeting (large fractions of) the whole Tor
infrastructure.
4.4.1. Technical Attacker Capabilities. For an internal
denial-of-service, an adversary must either be able to
spoof IP addresses of Tor relays or actually possess and
control these address spaces. This is eligible for ISPs or
AS providers, i. e., this variant is limited to very specific
and powerful actors. Alternatively, a weaker adversary can

set up their own set of relays and start conducting the
attack as soon as the relay(s) have become part of the Tor
consensus.
4.4.2. Single-Target DoS. Different strategies to realize
denial-of-service against a single Tor relay have been
shown to be feasible even from outside Tor without triggering DoS mitigation [21]. Strategies include establishing
multiple circuits using the target relay and downloading
large files to consume large amounts of bandwidth, or to
include the target relay in a single 8-hop circuit multiple
times. Therefore, we assume that such an attack scenario
is realistic also from inside Tor with no DoS mitigation
in effect.
Stressing a particular relay by generating large
amounts of traffic renders the target relay unable to accept
new connections for further circuits. This forces clients to
include different relays in their circuits, thus, effectively
re-routes client traffic. Target relays in such a scenario can
be high-bandwidth guards or exits of interest that cannot
directly be accessed by an adversary, e. g., one of the main
guards or exits in a particular country. The adversary’s
goal is to increase chances for the substitute relay to be
located in an area under adversarial control, likewise for
entry or exit traffic being routed through the area.
While motivation and eventual outcome are quite similar to the guard rotation strategy in Section 4.3 when it
is directed against a specific client, the denial-of-service
attack is different in that it affects all clients using the
target relay at the same time. When the adversary cannot conduct the rather stealthy guard rotation targeting a
particular client, stressing the relay may still be a fallback
option. However, since the strategy requires a more severe
intervention and effectively tears down the relay, it can
also be observed easier.
4.4.3. Multiple-Target DoS. Whereas the technical approach for the Multiple-Target DoS attack is essentially
the same as for blocking a single relay, the main difference
is that there are multiple targets simultaneously. Likewise,
the goal of re-routing Tor traffic through areas that can be
easier accessed by the adversary remains similar.
Groups of targets can be, e. g., all relays in a specific
(unreachable) AS, or all relays of a particular country. In
Section 5.3, we take a closer look into the feasibility of
such an attack scenario given the nature of the real Tor
infrastructure.
4.4.4. Network DoS. Further extending the denial-ofservice to a large fraction of all relays not only drastically
reduces the choice of relays that clients have to construct
their circuits (and therefore, their overall anonymity set
within Tor). Likewise, denial-of-service at large scale
also affects the stability and reliability of the whole Tor
infrastructure. Distributing the steady Tor traffic across a
significantly smaller fraction of relays that, in turn, may
not be able to handle the increased amounts of traffic
can even amplify the attack, eventually cascading across
the whole Tor infrastructure. The technical approach still
remains the same – the adversary generates large amounts
of traffic that exceed bandwidth capacities of target relays.
However, conducting the attack at larger scale simply
requires more resources.

5. Case Studies
We present three empirical simulations as case studies for the Exit Prediction, Circuit Replacement, and
Multiple-Target Denial-of-Service attacks. For each case
study, we introduce the specific scenario, i. e., the empirical data the simulation relies on, explain how we evaluate
the attack performance in this scenario, and present the
results.

5.1. Exit Prediction
Combining nTor handshake timing data with relay
distribution information allows assigning relays a probability for being used in a particular Tor circuit. In this
section, we conduct a general empirical evaluation to
analyze the feasibility of predicting the exit node of a Tor
circuit in a practical scenario. In the next step, we evaluate
to what extent the results of an exit prediction serve as
a stepping-stone for end-to-end confirmation attacks. To
this end, we analyze how the exit prediction reduces the
otherwise immense overhead of processing the recorded
traffic of multiple connection endpoints within Tor.
5.1.1. Evaluation Data Set. To protect the security and
privacy of real-world Tor users, we initially gather an
empirical data set of Tor circuits that enables us to later
simulate the exit prediction. Over one week, we record
handshake timings with four different remote servers in
New York, Amsterdam, London, and Frankfurt that act
as Tor clients; we record two different types of circuits.
First, standard circuits consist of relays that a client
picks, i. e., they resemble the original selection criteria
of Tor. Second, we extend the set of standard circuits
by artificial random circuits that provide us with diverse
transmission characteristics. Overall, we measure roughly
84,500 standard and 172,500 random circuits. We use this
empirical data set for two main purposes.
Propagation Model. As we predict possible exit locations
from the monitored times of the circuit establishment
handshakes, we depend on a realistic model of Tor’s
transmission characteristics. Such a model allows us to
compare the measured times with general characteristics
like propagation times and their relation to the traveled
distance. Therefore, we use the empirical data set to derive
a propagation model that we later use to estimate the
target locations of exits. We use the generated data of
roughly 257,000 handshakes to aggregate distributions of
transmission times between pairs of countries the relays
under consideration are located in. We generate probability density functions for transmission times between all
pairs of countries. That is, we can determine a probability for a specific transmission time to have occurred in
transmission between two countries. For the evaluation,
we use 10-fold cross-validation, i. e., we compute 10 sets
of empirical time distributions, each one leaving out 10 %
of the standard circuits.
Exit Prediction Simulation. The monitored circuits serve
as a test set for the exit prediction simulation. We randomly pick 10,000 standard circuits and predict the exit
relay for each of them. Since we know the correct relays,
we can use this information to measure the quality of a
prediction. When we predict the exit of a standard circuit

TABLE 1. E VALUATION OF EXIT PREDICTION . M EDIAN RELATIVE RANKS OF THE TRUE EXIT ACROSS ALL PREDICTIONS , BY EXIT COUNTRY.

COMB
TIME
BW
RAND

DE

US

FR

GB

CH

NL

AT

SE

RO

CA

4%
10 %
11 %
49 %

12 %
25 %
21 %
50 %

7%
13 %
16 %
50 %

9%
15 %
23 %
51 %

10 %
18 %
22 %
53 %

8%
17 %
22 %
50 %

1%
7%
1%
49 %

6%
16 %
13 %
50 %

11 %
25 %
18 %
48 %

18 %
18 %
35 %
52 %

with the propagation model described above, we ensure
to always use the model instance that the circuit under
consideration was not included in (cross validation).
5.1.2. Evaluation Metrics and Assumptions. For the
exit prediction, we generate and compare four different probabilistic relay rankings described here. First, we
consider a bandwidth-based (BW) prediction that simply
assigns a probability Pbw (x) to each exit x depending on
its bandwidth fraction. Second, we consider a (TIME)
prediction based on nTor handshake timing information.
Given that the location (country) of the middle relay
is already known (cf. Section 4.2), we can determine a
probability Ptime (x) for each exit relay x by considering
its country and look up the likelihood for timing value in
the distribution for the corresponding country pair (middle, exit) in the propagation model described above. We
also consider a combined (COMB) prediction that takes
into account both probabilities in combination. Since both
observations are independent of each other, we determine
the combined probability Pcomb (x) as follows:
Pcomb (x) = Pbw (x) · Ptime (x)

(3)

Solely for reference, we also provide results for a
prediction with all relays ordered randomly (RAND).
However, ranking all relays in random order is not a realistic strategy. Since relays with higher bandwidth are more
likely to be picked for a circuit, we consider a bandwidthbased ranking the baseline strategy for a strategic attacker.
When evaluating the accuracy of the four different
predictions, we aggregate the relays by country. This
aggregation results in sets of relays, each of which a potential nation-state adversary is able to observe. We focus
on nation-state adversaries, as each country has its own
concept to treat Tor traffic. This results in individual jurisdictions where all traffic through the country experiences
the same “treatment”, e. g., legal regulations that consider
Tor traffic as suspicious will allow the monitoring of
transmissions. Considering a nation-state adversary allows
us to predict the consequences for potentially malicious
key countries of Tor’s infrastructure.
For each nation-state, we consider the median relative
predicted rank across all cases in which the circuit’s true
exit was located in the respective country. As an example,
for all circuits whose exit is located in Germany (DE), we
denote the median relative rank of the true exits across all
predictions for these circuits.
For each country, we further evaluate how the outcome
of an exit prediction can help an adversary in conducting
end-to-end confirmation attacks more strategically. To this
end, we evaluate how the exit prediction is a steppingstone to successful and resource-efficient traffic confirmation as the adversary only attacks a specific fraction of
the exit prediction ranking. To obtain these results, we

simulated the exit prediction for 10,000 circuits randomly
picked from our evaluation data set.
5.1.3. Results. Table 1 presents the exit prediction performance. The results show the median relative ranks of the
true exit across all predictions sorted by exit country. The
combined prediction (COMB) achieves the most accurate
results across all countries; we provide the results of a
randomized prediction (RAND) for reference. We focus
on the top 10 countries w. r. t. to their total exit bandwidth.
A lower value indicates a better ranking of the actual
exit in the prediction, thus, a higher prediction accuracy.
Due to the skewed distribution of resources within the Tor
infrastructure, the results for the prediction models vary
across different countries.
General Performance. We now compare the results in the
US and Germany (DE), two essential countries for the Tor
infrastructure in the number of relays and the bandwidth
they provide. In the median case, a relay located in
Germany is ranked in the top 10 % with the time-based
exit prediction and in the top 11 % using the bandwidthbased prediction. When combining the two approaches,
any relay located in Germany is ranked in the top 4 % of
all relays in the median case. The US appears to be an
exception, with the prediction performing worse than for
other countries, particularly w. r. t. the time-based prediction. We attribute this to different geographical circumstances, e. g., significantly longer transmission distances
than across the other countries located in Europe. However, combining the timing and bandwidth ranking still
provides a median ranking within the top 12 % of relays.
For the remaining countries, we see similar performances
for both individual prediction metrics, with the timingbased prediction performing slightly better. Combining
the two approaches improves the performances for relays
located in all countries under consideration.
Stepping-Stone. A nation-state adversary operating in a
particular country can use the outcome of the exit prediction to act more strategically and reduce its efforts for
subsequent traffic-analysis attacks targeting particular Tor
circuits. We now analyze how successful one exemplary
adversary (US) can be in end-to-end confirmations and
how much exit traffic they need to monitor when they
only monitor their relays ranked above a specific threshold
in the exit prediction ranking. For reference, an adversary
without assumptions about the actual exit (baseline) would
always monitor all of their relays and analyze traffic in
decreasing order of relay bandwidth until their end-toend correlation has been successful (i. e., implicitly follow
the bandwidth-based ranking), since relays with higher
bandwidth generally have a higher likelihood to be picked
for a circuit.
Figure 6 illustrates (a) what fractions of accessible
traffic the adversary can observe (i. e., their expected suc-
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Figure 6. Detailed Exit Prediction Performance Evaluation for the US adversary. Depending on the fraction of relays in a prediction that an adversary
monitors, (a) shows the relative success rate, i. e., what fractions of accessible traffic an adversary can observe when monitoring relays within a
specific fraction of the prediction. The next two blocks (each highlighted in gray) compare success and adversarial effort in two steps. While (b)
shows the fraction of relays under adversarial control within a specific prediction fraction, (c) combines (a) and (b) by showing the success rate
relative to the monitored relay fraction. Likewise, (d) shows the bandwidth to be analyzed when monitoring a specific fraction of the prediction,
and (e) compares the analyzed bandwidth with success rates. Results for more adversaries (top 10 countries in exit bandwidth) can be found in the
appendix.

cess rates, y-axis) when they only monitor relays ranked
within a specific fraction of the prediction (x-axis), i. e.,
above a specific threshold rank. While (a) directly connects the success rate to the outcome of a prediction,
it does not consider the adversarial effort required to
monitor all relays above the threshold in the prediction.
Accordingly, (b) shows the fraction of relays the adversary
monitors, i. e., what fraction of their relays is ranked above
the threshold, and (c) combines (a) and (b) showing how
the success rate depends on the monitored fraction of
relays. In the same way, (d) and (e) connect monitored
prediction fractions to analyzed relay bandwidths and to
success rates in two steps.
The bandwidth that needs to be analyzed (depending
on the monitored ranking fraction) is determined as follows: The adversary analyzes all traffic streams following
the order in which they are ranked in the prediction. In
case the adversary is not able to access the exit traffic that
relates to the entry point of the connection, i. e., both parts
of the end-to-end confirmation, the traffic of all relays
above the threshold rank needs to be analyzed (without
success). In case the adversary is able to access exit traffic,
only the traffic streams of the actual relay and all relays
ranked higher in the prediction need to be analyzed. There
is no need to continue analyzing the rest of the monitored
traffic streams as soon as the end-to-end confirmation has
been successful. We assume that the underlying analysis
technique is able to reliably distinguish between related
and unrelated streams, i. e., a correct match of related
traces always leads to a clear result.
As we can see in Figure 6 (e), the timing-based
and combined prediction achieve higher success rates per
analyzed bandwidth than following the bandwidth-based
relay ranking of the baseline adversary.
An adversary who analyzes 10 Gbit/s of exit traffic
achieves a success rate of 39 % when analyzing their
relays in decreasing order of bandwidth. When monitoring
the nTor handshake and ranking relays based on these
timings (or in combination with bandwidth information,
respectively), the adversary can achieve a success rate
of 59 % (timing-based ranking) when analyzing the same
amount of traffic.
Table 2 corresponds to the US results in Figure 6
(e) and lists AUC (Area Under the Curve) values for

the success rates, where larger values indicate a better
performance. We use the AUC to summarize the overall
performance of a nation-state. As we see, the bandwidthbased prediction (bw) achieves a similar performance (in
terms of success per analyzed exit bandwidth) as the
randomized exit prediction (rand) in all countries. The
time-based prediction (time) and the combination of timings and bandwidth (combi) achieve higher performances
across all countries, e. g., the timing-based prediction performance in the US is 27 % higher than the bandwidthbased prediction. Please note that these numbers can only
be compared between predictions within the same country
due to the different exit bandwidth amounts across different countries.
TABLE 2. E XIT P REDICTION P ERFORMANCES IN TERMS OF
SUCCESS RATES PER ANALYZED EXIT BANDWIDTH .
Country

rand

bw

time

combi

US
DE
FR
GB
CH
NL
AT
SE
RO
CA

11.02
2.33
1.48
2.34
3.52
3.30
4.91
1.11
1.35
1.44

10.81
2.31
1.41
2.14
3.48
3.30
4.23
1.06
1.31
1.45

13.74
2.86
1.48
2.51
3.94
3.95
6.11
1.29
1.58
1.91

12.61
2.64
1.53
2.29
3.84
3.66
4.72
1.26
1.54
1.92

Our results imply that strategically analyzing exit traffic based on observed handshake timings can actually
increase the adversary’s success for end-to-end confirmation attacks, or reduce their required efforts, accordingly.
That is, the adversary has a choice in the selection of the
ranking strategy and, consequently, the trade-off between
accuracy and analysis overhead.

5.2. Circuit Replacement
We now evaluate the impact of the circuit replacement attack by simulating how nation-state adversaries
can improve their chances of observing Tor exit traffic
by enforcing the guard rotation directed against a specific
client.
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5.2.1. Evaluation Data Set. We use our experimental
setup as described in Section 5.1 to generate test sets
of Tor circuits as they are pre-built in a client-side Tor
instance. For each test set, we consider a single guard node
in the entry position of all circuits and add up to 1,000
circuits to the test set. We only take into account guard
relays for which we have a minimum of 50 circuits with
that relay in the entry position, resulting in 37 different
guards to consider.
5.2.2. Evaluation Metrics and Assumptions. We consider the fraction of circuits with the exit node located
in an adversarial area within each test set, representing
a client’s updated guard use after a circuit replacement
attack has been conducted. Given that an adversary cannot
access the exit traffic in a particular circuit, these numbers
represent the chance of accessing the traffic after the attack
has been conducted.
We define adversarial areas on a per-country basis,
focusing on the top 10 countries w. r. t. to their total exit
bandwidth.
We assume that clients behave regularly and only use
circuits with their primary guard in the entry position and
only switch to circuits with their secondary guard when
the primary guard becomes unavailable. Furthermore, a
client has a usage profile that puts similar loads on all
available circuits, i. e., we consider all circuits with the
same entry guard equally.
We now provide our results of the application layer
routing attack simulation on a per-country basis.
5.2.3. Results. The circuit replacement can be used for
additional attempts to gain access to both ends of the
circuit of a specific user. That said, an adversary conducts
the attack in cases where no access to the exit relay
or traffic is given. Table 3 summarizes the achievable
improvements for nation-state adversaries who can access
the traffic of all relays within their area. The numbers
represent the average fractions of circuits with exits in
the respective country after the circuit replacement. One
example of a substantial improvement is the US. On
average, one third of exits are located in their area after
conducting the circuit replacement. The improvements we
report in Table 3 roughly match the bandwidth fractions
of all exit relays located in the respective countries as they
appeared in the consensus used for the simulation. This is
a plausible outcome since relays to be included in a circuit
are mainly selected based on their bandwidth. However,
these numbers are subject to constant change, depending
on the evolution of the Tor infrastructure and changes in
bandwidth distributions. As of March 2021, the bandwidth
fraction of exit relays in the US has dropped to 20 %;
the fraction of exits in DE has increased to 31 % with
(presumably) equal consequences for the attack success.

We evaluate the impact of internal denial-of-service
directed at multiple target relays. We consider the bandwidth cost required to stress the relays under target and
how the attack can improve the adversary’s chances in a
traffic analysis attack scenario.
5.3.1. Evaluation Data Set. Our evaluation is based on
a single Tor consensus (as of 23 October 2020) supplemented with location data and AS information retrieved
from an IP geolocation service. The consensus contains
6,735 relays in total, 3,717 of which have a guard flag
and 1,427 can be used as exit nodes.
5.3.2. Evaluation Metrics and Assumptions. In order
to evaluate the practicality of a multi-target denial-ofservice attack in Tor, we assume that a relay can be
effectively stressed by generating the amount of traffic
that corresponds to its assumed link capacity. We refer
to this as DoS bandwidth. Following the approach of
Jansen et al. [21], we consider the relay bandwidth as
advertised in the consensus and estimate its link capacity
as the next higher value in a set of fixed bandwidth classes
(1M, 10M, 100M, 200M, 500M, 1G, 10G [bit/s]).
We consider DoS bandwidths on a per-country basis,
resembling a scenario in which a nation-state adversary
with access to all relays in a particular country aims
to increase their chances for accessing Tor traffic by
targetedly disabling relays in areas out of reach.
Finally, we estimate the cost to perform such an attack
by taking into account the amount of traffic that is required
to stress a relay with a given link bandwidth over a specific
period of time.
5.3.3. Results. The DoS bandwidth required to stress all
relays varies across different countries, depending on how
much bandwidth relays in these countries provide and
how the bandwidths are distributed across all relays in a
country. In Table 4, we present required DoS bandwidths
for stressing all guards and exits in the top 5 countries
w. r. t. to the provided bandwidth.
We see that guard bandwidths are higher than exit
bandwidths across all countries, therefore also requiring
higher DoS bandwidths when targeting guards. We also
observe that higher total bandwidths per country do not
directly translate into higher DoS bandwidths. When considering the guard bandwidth per country, the US, GB, and
TABLE 4. R ELAY BANDWIDTH VS . REQUIRED D O S BANDWIDTH .
Relays

Total BW
[Gbit/s]

Fraction

DoS BW
[Gbit/s]

Guards

DE

5.3. Multiple-Target DoS

DE
FR
US
GB
NL

863
561
615
175
227

208.92
105.15
46.65
45.25
44.70

35.6 %
17.9 %
7.9 %
7.7 %
7.6 %

1,228
420
87
197
223

Exits

TABLE 3. I MPROVEMENT [%] THROUGH C IRCUIT R EPLACEMENT

Country

DE
US
FR
GB
NL

289
355
126
103
63

78.98
30.38
27.42
26.27
11.97

35.7 %
13.7 %
12.4 %
11.9 %
5.4 %

305
50
60
53
52

DoS Bandwidth [Gbit/s]
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Exit

TABLE 5. OVERVIEW OF TRAFFIC COST FOR THE D O S ATTACK
USING COMMON SERVER PROVIDERS .
Provider
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Figure 7. DoS bandwidth cost for bandwidth fractions of guards and
exits per country.

NL provide roughly 8 % of the overall guard bandwidth
each but require different amounts of DoS bandwidths
to be stressed. These differences can also be seen when
considering the required DoS bandwidths per individual
country for Guards and Exits (cf. Figure 7). For example, stressing 80 % of the exit bandwidth in DE requires
roughly 100 Gbit/s of DoS bandwidth, whereas stressing
the remaining 20 % additionally requires 200 Gbit/s of
DoS bandwidth, i. e., twice as much added on top. The
reason for this is the different distributions of bandwidths
within these countries. For all European countries (DE,
FR, GB, NL), we see that there is a small fraction of
relays individually contributing high bandwidths of up to
1,000 Mbit/s, and in some cases even above. Due to the
assumption of considerably higher link bandwidths in this
case, a small number of high-bandwidth relays largely
influences the overall required DoS bandwidth in these
countries. In contrast, such high-capacity relays are not
present in the US, which implies that a single relay can
add a maximum of 500 Mbit/s to the total required DoS
bandwidth for this country. We provide an overview of
the bandwidth distributions for all guards and exits in the
top 5 countries in the appendix (cf. Figure 10).
For estimating the practicality of a multi-target denialof-service attack we consider an adversary who aims to
increase their chances for successfully conducting a traffic
analysis attack. We consider a nation-state adversary who
is able to access all relays located in Germany. Essentially,
this scenario resembles a simple statistical calculation.
Due to the fraction of 35.7 % of relay bandwidth in DE,
the adversary is already in a comfortable situation in being
able to access more than one third of exit traffic initially.
However, targetedly disabling all exit relays in the other
four countries we consider, requires roughly 215 Gbit/s
of DoS bandwidth (cf. Table 4). In return, 44 % of Tor’s
overall exit bandwidth is rendered unavailable. Within the
set of remaining exit relays, the bandwidth fraction of
relays in Germany increases to 64 %, which means that

Cost/GB

Cost/500M/hour

$0.09
$0.15
$0.12

$20.25
$33.75
$27.00

the chances of exit traffic using a relay in the adversarial
area have almost doubled.
Cost Estimation The cost to conduct the denial-of-service
attack is mainly driven by the cost to produce large
amounts of traffic. To estimate the cost, we take into
account the amount of traffic that is required to stress
a relay’s link bandwidth for one hour. This time-span is
sufficient for a targeted attack over a limited period of
time. Fully utilizing a link bandwidth of 500 Mbit/s for
one hour requires an adversary to generate 225 GB of
traffic. This amount seems appropriate for our estimation
since, e. g., every relay in the US has a lower assumed
link bandwidth. Table 5 provides an overview of the
corresponding cost using a few large server providers.
This means that disabling one relay with an assumed link
bandwidth of 500 Mbit for one hour can be purchased for
around $ 20. The cost for 215 Gbit/s of DoS bandwidth
for disabling all exit relays in US, FR, GB, and NL for
one hour (i. e., 96.75 TB of traffic) sum up to $ 8,700.
These estimations do not consider the cost of running a
Tor relay to conduct these attacks from inside the Tor
network. However, since the cost for running a standard
server instance (which can be used to run the relay) can
be kept well below $ 10 per month and one host has a link
bandwidth of 10 Gbit/s (among the major server providers,
which is sufficient for attacking 20 smaller targets in
parallel), these costs seem negligible.

5.4. Ethics Considerations
During our measurements, we have taken great care
to adhere to the principles of ethical research and did our
best not to pose any threats to real Tor users or parts of
the Tor infrastructure.
In the experiment to determine the cryptographic overhead of the nTor handshake times (Section 3.1), we ran
a publicly accessible relay for general use in Tor. We did
not collect any data other than timestamps and did not
harm the anonymity of Tor users connecting to our relay
at any time.
In order to validate the DoS mitigation behavior as a
means to enforce Guard Rotation (Section 3.3), we also
ran a publicly accessible Tor relay. In order to minimize
its chances for being picked by other clients, we limited
the offered bandwidth rate to make it one of the less
prominent relays in the consensus. At no point in time, we
monitor or interfere with connections from other users.
During the data collection for the exit prediction case
study (Section 5.1), we established roughly 257,000 circuits but did not actively create payload traffic utilizing
the relays involved. In comparison to Tor’s daily load,
the amount of traffic we created is negligible and did not
impair the use of the system.

6. Discussion
The threat vectors introduced in this work serve as a
stepping stone for follow-up traffic analysis attacks. As
they exploit characteristics of core and defensive features
within Tor, these threat vectors are hard to counter and
cannot simply be removed through an update of Tor. In
the following, we discuss alternative directions that can
help to limit the success of the stepping-stone attacks of
this work.

6.1. Impact of DoS Attacks
Because of its voluntarily operated infrastructure, DoS
attacks against Tor can be conducted easily. Prior work
demonstrates how adversaries can disable critical nodes
in the network targetedly [20], [21]. The DoS mitigation features that have been introduced in response aim
to recognize and block excessive circuits, connections,
and cells. However, we saw that they also introduce a
new threat vector (cf. Section 3.3). Besides this guard
rotation, the current DoS mitigation setup further allows
continuing DoS attacks against relays from within the Tor
infrastructure.
Improving the DoS Mitigation. The guard rotation is a
reminder of the elaborate design and deployment of new
defensive concepts for a live system. Other than the nTor
handshake procedure, which is a core requirement for the
onion encryption of Tor traffic, the DoS mitigation is a
defensive mechanism introduced in response to a specific
type of attack. While we see that it protects against DoS
attacks targeted at clients, its simple concept does not
manage to protect relays, nor does it avoid being exploited
for other types of attacks against clients. We recommend
updating the DoS mitigation in a way that blocks DoS
attacks against relays without restricting maintenance traffic (instead of entirely skipping the detection for known
IP addresses) and to add a client notification that allows
recognizing an exploit of the client DoS mitigation.

6.2. Protecting against Exit Prediction
In contrast, the nTor handshake is a core mechanism
to enable onion encryption, and every circuit build-up
depends on it. However, the handshake messages are not
obfuscated, and their end-to-end timing allows us to derive
the round trip times between single hops of the circuit.
6.2.1. Timing Obfuscation. As transmissions through
the Internet are often affected by asymmetric routing or
congestion, the attack already uses a noisy information
source. For a countermeasure, we can use these effects and
add further random delays to messages of the handshake.
Unlike mixing an entire connection, which introduces
an unacceptable overhead, delays in the handshakes are
limited to only a few messages and keep the overhead
to a minimum. Another option is the use of pluggable
transports [6], [29], [49] that obfuscate Tor entry traffic.
Table 6 lists the performances of the timing-based
exit prediction (AUC of success rates per analyzed exit
bandwidth, cf. Table 2) for the top 10 countries in terms
of exit bandwidth. We compare the performances of the
time-based prediction based on original handshake timings

TABLE 6. P ERFORMANCE OF THE TIMING - BASED EXIT PREDICTION
WITH AND WITHOUT TIMING OBFUSCATION .
Country
US
DE
FR
GB
CH
NL
AT
SE
RO
CA

No Delay
13.74
2.86
1.48
2.51
3.94
3.95
6.11
1.29
1.58
1.91

Delay (0.1 s)

Delay (0.2 s)

10.37
2.7
1.21
2.26
3.62
3.57
5.68
1.16
1.34
1.74

10.93
2.65
1.19
2.79
3.47
4.01
5.29
0.94
1.13
1.7

-25 %
-6 %
-18 %
-10 %
-8 %
-10 %
-7 %
-10 %
-15 %
-9 %

-20 %
-7 %
-20 %
11 %
-12 %
2%
-13 %
-27 %
-28 %
-11 %

and randomly delayed handshake timings. The left column
(No Delay) corresponds to the time column in Table 2.
The delay amounts in the other columns denote the
maximum delay added to each handshake; the individual
delay for each handshake was drawn uniformly at random
between 0 and the maximum delay.
The results imply that performances of the timingbased prediction can be reduced by up to 21 % (US) when
we introduce random delays with a maximum of 0.1 s
in the handshakes. This amount of time seems sufficient
since we do not observe any added gain when increasing
the maximum delay to 0.2 s. With random delays applied,
the performance of the timing-based prediction is similar
to performances of random and bandwidth-based predictions (cf. Table 2).
In conclusion, delaying the nTor handshake may be
sufficient to prevent from exploiting the timing information at the expense of acceptable timing overhead;
however, prediction can still be conducted based on relay
bandwidth fractions.
6.2.2. Randomized Relay Selection. Adding randomness
to the relay selection process may be helpful to hamper
adversarial strategies. However, it must be carefully evaluated to what extent the trade-off between security and
performance can be further shifted towards security while
paying with additional latency.
We compare the circuit bandwidths (i. e., the sum of
bandwidths of the three relays in the circuit) of standard
Tor circuits and circuits with randomly selected relays.
Figure 8 shows the distributions of circuit bandwidths
for 10,000 circuits of each type. The average circuit
bandwidth of 1,010 Mbit/s for weighted circuits (median:
955 Mbit/s) decreases to 350 Mbit/s (median: 270 Mbit/s)
for random circuits, which comprises an average reduction
down to one third.
Besides the connected performance reduction for Tor
users, this issue may also cause problems for relay
providers. With no adequate load-balancing mechanisms
in place (i. e., bandwidth-based selection), especially lower
bandwidth relays are used more frequently, even when
their original bandwidth capacities are exceeded. Eventually, this renders them unavailable. We leave a more
detailed evaluation of these issues an open task for future
research.
6.2.3. Uniform Infrastructure. The skewed distribution
of relays makes it difficult to avoid certain combinations of
nodes. For example, avoiding a nation-state adversary in
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Figure 8. Bandwidth comparison for standard Tor circuits vs. circuits
with randomly selected relays.

one of the main infrastructure-providing countries leads to
severe performance impairments for a user. Prior work addresses such circumvention of untrusted areas and comes
to the conclusion that geographical avoidance is possible
from a technical perspective but infeasible for specific
countries in the Tor infrastructure [26]. A more uniform
distribution of nodes, and bandwidth in particular, improves this situation. However, we emphasize that the Tor
network consists of a voluntarily operated infrastructure
without any central management of relay locations.

7. Related Work
We describe related work on routing attacks, Tor path
selection, and traffic analysis attacks.
Routing Attacks and Defenses. The Border Gateway
Protocol (BGP) defines service agreements between Autonomous Systems (AS), i. e., it provides and manages
the collection of rules for routing traffic between different
ASes. Attacks on the BGP influence how traffic gets
routed between the source and destination of a connection
and can help the adversary to gain access to transmissions.
The idea of performing DoS attacks to re-route traffic
of anonymous communication networks through areas
under adversarial control has first been brought up by
Borisov et al. [7]. Other examples of routing attacks are
BGP hijacks [33], [42] that blackhole traffic, which allows
observing data but results in a dropped connection. BGP
interceptions [3] achieve similar results, but manage to
keep connections alive and are less detectable. In contrast
to these attacks, our concept for an application-layer routing attack exploits one of Tor’s security features instead
of directly manipulating the routing behavior.
Defenses against routing attacks include trust-based
concepts for anonymity systems [24], where a trust model
of the Internet helps to identify and avoid potentially
dangerous areas. In their work, the authors introduce an
algorithm for the path selection in onion routing systems
to protect the anonymity of users against adversaries in
control of large fractions of the network. Other approaches
consider data-plane defenses against specific routing attacks on Tor that use control-plane manipulations [43].
One down-side of such defenses is the assumed attacker

model, as colluding AS-level adversaries and nation-states
have access to a majority of the network.
Path Selection in Tor. Obfuscating the path of a circuit to
an external server is essential to provide anonymity within
Tor, and the characteristics of its path selection procedures
have been shown to affect the anonymity of Tor clients [2],
[12], [25], [46]. Shizari et al. [39] present a classification
of anonymous routing protocols, and find node selection being a common strategy to improve anonymity in
onion routing protocols. Panchenko et al. [35] propose
a path selection method with improved performance and
anonymity by considering the current relative load of Tor
nodes. There are proposals to select Tor circuits based
on their performance, picking less congested nodes [4],
[48]. With respect to better anonymity, there are proposals for location-aware path selection to avoid adversarial
ASes [1], [5], [22]. In this context, Wan et al. [47]
show how strategical guard placement can overcome the
defenses of such approaches. Snader and Borisov [40]
propose to let users choose between performance and
anonymity. The higher performance is weighed by users,
the higher relay bandwidth is weighed in composing a
circuit. Cangialosi et al. [8] have shown that Tor circuits longer than three hops can achieve lower end-toend latencies. Sophisticated path selection algorithms can
help to avoid untrusted areas, which reduces the overall
probability of being targeted in an attack. However, largescale adversaries with access to a majority of network
resources can hardly be circumvented and, thus, limit the
defensive effects of secure path selection.
Traffic Analysis Attacks. Website fingerprinting, i. e.,
classifying encrypted traffic stream data based on patterns of previously collected data, enables an adversary
to observe the websites or services a user connects to,
without actually accessing the encrypted traffic. In this
context, Overdorf et al. [34] analyzed features of fingerprinting classifiers to evaluate the uniqueness of onion
services. Hopper et al. [15] present a linkability attack,
exploiting latency information to predict whether two
connections use the same Tor circuit. Kwon et al. [28]
showed that Tor circuits connecting to onion services
could be distinguished from regular Tor circuit traffic,
which is an information leak w. r. t. users accessing Tor
hidden services. Jansen et al. [19] developed a framework
that identifies onion services solely from middle traffic.
Jaggard et al. [18] demand research to put focus on adversaries targeting specific users, since this type of adversary
is more realistic. The two attacks we introduce in this
work are a stepping stone for follow-up traffic analysis
attacks targeting particular users and help to manipulate
and predict candidates for potentially related connection
endpoints.

8. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a set of stepping-stone
attacks exploiting previously under-studied threat vectors
within core mechanisms in Tor. These attacks can facilitate traffic analysis attacks in different ways. The result
of an exit prediction hints an adversary towards likely
candidates for the exit relay in a Tor circuit. This can
either reduce their efforts required for traffic analyses by
enabling them to act more targeted, or keep them from

attempting an attack that will most likely be unsuccessful.
In contrast, active adversary intervention in enforcing the
targeted and stealthy guard rotation can provide additional
attempts for traffic analyses that turned out to be impossible before. Similarly, targeted stressing sets of Tor relays
can be used to enforce routing through adversarial areas,
additionally affecting the reliability and stability of the
Tor infrastructure.
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Appendix
Figure 9 shows the detailed results of the exit prediction performance evaluation for the top 10 countries in
terms of relay bandwidth (cf. Section 5.1.3).
Figure 10 shows bandwidth distributions of guards and
exits for five countries (cf. Section 5.3.3).
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Figure 10. Individual relay bandwidths per country separated by Guards (top) and Exits (bottom).
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